Photoelectron spectra of hydrated electron clusters: Fitting line shapes and grouping isomers.
The photoelectron spectra of (H2O)(n = 2-69) - and (D2O)(n = 2-23) - are presented, and their spectral line shapes are analyzed in detail. This analysis revealed the presence of three different groupings of species, each of which are seen over the range, n = 11-16. These three groups are designated as dipole boundlike states, seen from n = 2-16, intermediate states, found from n = 6-16, and bulk embryonts, starting at n = 11 and continuing up through the largest sizes studied. Almost two decades ago [J. V. Coe et al., J. Chem. Phys. 92, 3980 (1990)], before the present comprehensive analysis, we concluded that the latter category of species were embryonic hydrated electrons with internalizing excess electrons (thus the term embryonts). Recent experiments with colder expansion (high stagnation chamber pressures) conditions by Neumark and coworkers [J. R. R. Verlet et al., Science 307, 93 (2005)] have also found three groups of isomers including the long-sought-after surface states of large water cluster anions. This work confirms that the species here designated as embryonts are in the process of internalizing the excess electron states as the cluster size increases (for n > or = 11).